Lessons are completed independently prior to workshops

Unit 1
1: What Is Clicker Training?
2: Clicker Mechanics
3: Capturing & Naming Behavior
4: Efficient Shaping
5: Business
   Getting Started
   Building a Plan

WORKSHOP 1

Unit 2
6: Cueing Basics
7: Right on Target
8: Fluency Part 1
9: Emotional Signals
10: Creating Behavior Chains
11: TAGteach Part 1
12: Business: Public Classes

WORKSHOP 2

Unit 3
13: Fluency Part 2: Three D’s
14: Managing Cues and Chains
15: Complex Behaviors & Cues
16: Everyday Behavior Issues
17: Business
   Private Training
   Marketing

WORKSHOP 3

Unit 4
18: Preparing for Certification
19: Beginner Curriculum
20: TAGteach Part 2
21: Business
   Website Building
   Time Management

WORKSHOP 4
Training Assessment
Teaching Assessment
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TRY IT before you buy it